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Water re-use in river basins: a solution to increase water efficiency and 
productivity? The Usangu case study, Tanzania 
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Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania, Emails:Machibya_m@yahoo.com 

Makarius Mdemu. Center for Development Research (ZEF). Bonn - German. Email: 
mak_mdemu@yahoo.co.uk 

Many river basins in Tanzania are experiencing competition over scarce water resources 
such that runoff and drainage, if any, from one user located ;n tile upstream, ;s 
intensively utifized by immediate downstream users. Research was conducted to 
explore how water use efficiency and productivity, at system level that have water reuse, 
could be related to the efficiency and productivity of individuals within the water reuse 
systems. Two irrigation systems having a chain of three users (Top, Middle and End 
users) reusing the runoff from upstream farms were sampled for investigation in the 
Ruaha river sub basin. 

Using limited existing method of assessing irrigation efficiency and productivity of water 
reuse systems, it was observed that the system which consisted of farmers with lower 
individual efficiency and productivity resulted on lower water reuse efficiency (90%) and 
productivity (0.55kglm3). Alternatively, the system consisted of individuals with relatively 
higher efficiency resulted on higher water reuse efficiency of about (93%) and 
productivity (0. 72kglm3). 

However the paper concludes that current methods of assessing irrigation efficiency and 
productivity of water reuse does not accurately assess key conditions inspired by the 
Usangu situation and which affect the irrigation efficiency and productivity of water reuse 
in the area. The paper further concludes that irrigation efficiency and productivity of 
individual farms in any water reuse system is the major contributor towards high water 
reuse efficiency and productivity. 

Key words: Upstream, Downstream, Irrigation, Water reuse, efficiency, Productivity, 
irr;gation systems 
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Introduction 

The Usangu basin 

The Usangu Basin (USB), w~ich is located in South West of Tanzania, forms an 
important part of the upper cat'::1ment of the River Rufiji, Tanzania's largest river basin. 
Usangu basin covers an area 0' about 20 800 km2 and is home to over 300 000 people, 
most of whom depend for th~ir livelihoods on the natural resources of the basin 
(Lankford and Franks, 2000; Sf.lUWC, 2001).. 

The basin consists of a mourrainous and well-wooded area with high rainfall in the 
south, falling to an extensive fla plain in the north. Within the plain there are large areas 
of alluvial fans, supporting the najority of the settlements in the catchment, as well as 
irrigated and dryland farming. T1e alluvial fans in tum give way to an extensive wetland, 
comprising seasonally flooded ~rassland and a much smaller area of permanent swamp. 
The outflow from the swamp i~ controlled through a weir in the form of a natural rock 
outcrop, from where all down~tream flows from Usangu are channelled through the 
Great Ruaha River. The Great Ruaha flows first through the Ruaha National Park, and 
then to the Mtera/Kidatu hydro~l)wer reservoirs on the Rufiji River. 

The mountainous area which ferms the upper part of the catchment reaches a height of 
3 000 m in some places, and h3S a rainfall between 1 000 and 1 600 mm annually. It is 
well drained by means of c number of perennial rivers falling sharply over an 
escarpment to the plain below The plain is at a mean altitude of 1 100 m, with a much 
lower rainfall, at around 700 mn annually. This rainfall is concentrated in the period of 
December to March, and is folbwed by a prolonged dry season, River flows are at their 
lowest in November. 

The basin and its downstrearr reaches can be considered as five linked sub-systems 
hydrologically: the upper catchment; the alluvial fans; the wetland; the riparian reach 
through the Ruaha National Perk; and the Mtera/Kidatu hydroelectric system (Machibya, 
2003; SMUWC, 2001). All nese subsystems provide a significant contribution to 
Tanzanian economy. The linkaje and coordination of these subsystems is vital because 
they impact in one way or anoter the water resources of the Usangu basin. 

Irrigation and water reuse in Usangu 

Irrigation, particularly rice irri~ation is a key activity for the livelihood of over 30,000 
households residing in the Us:mgu basin. As mentioned earlier, the Usangu basin has 
considerable water resources provided by six major rivers that flow from the upper 
catchment to the plain. Thes~ are Ruaha, Kimani, Mkoji, Chimala, Mbarali and the 
Ndembera. Water in these rirers is abstracted for rice production and domestic use 
immediately after the high cathment before they enter into the Usangu wetland (also 
called the Ihefu). The Usangt wetland has a natural exit at Ngiriama which releases 
water to the Ruaha National park and thereby to the Mtera and Kidatu hydro power 
stations, further downstream. 

Due to this connected multple use and increase in population; the rivers have 
i,ncreasingly been subject to utilisation for different sectors. The Usangu basin is now 
well known in Tanzania as bEing water scarce. Within irrigation, farmers access water 
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either directly from rivers through intakes or via the utilization of --moff from the upstream 
users, the process known as "water reuse". Water reuse has l''?ceived an international 
recognition in river basins as a mechanism that increase" water efficiency and 
productivity (Keller et al.. 1996; Perry. 1999). The concept reve~ls that if say "X" amount 
of water is abstracted by farmer A and then released as runoff '0 farmer 8 and later on 
to farmer C both efficiency and productivity of the system compming the three farms will 
increase. This paper discusses the extent of efficiency and p'oductivity gain in such 
systems and limitations of the existing methods to evaluate 'Ile water reuse in the 
Usangu water reuse systems. 

Materials and Methods 

Materials 

Two water reuse subsystems (Figure 1) were selected for stud~ during the 1999 - 2001 
in the Usangu basin to investigate the impact of water reuse to irrigation efficiency and 
productivity. The first chain of water reuse consisted of three f~rms Kapunga irrigation 
farm, Mwashikamile (A) and Mwashikamile (8) and the system IIIas acronymed as "KIF
water reuse subsystem". The second chain consisted of Kapurqa smallholder scheme 
(KSS). Lwanjiri-A (KPSS-top) and Lwanjili 8 (KPSS-end). Tlis was acronymed as 
"KSS-water reuse subsystem". 

Figure 1: Schematic presentation of KIF and KSS water reuse systems 
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Detailed measurement of gross and net crop water requirement in each of the selected 
water reuse system was monitored through out the research period using standard 
procedures (Machibya, 2003). An experimental plot was chosen for installation of the 
following equipment to monitor the water balance: flumes to monitor inflow and outflows, 
rain gauges for rainfall monitoring. oil drums (Iysimeters) to monitor paddy transpiration. 
evaporation, lateral and deep percolation. and subsurface movement across field. Oil 
drums (plastic or steel) are acceptable Iysimeters, in which water losses. seepage. 
evaporation and then crop water requirements could be estimated (Machibya and 
Mdemu, 2005) The Iysimeters applied during this study were made of plastic, having a 
height of 900 mm and diameter of 350 mm. The installation process took place on 
puddling day. This was done in order to create similar soil environments in the Iysimeter 
and in the field. The installation was done as explained below. 

Each Iysimeter was buried into the paddy experimental plot to a depth of 400 mm and 
then filled with the puddled soil from the same field. The soil filling into the lysimeters 
was done whilst ensuring that the soil level in the main field was equal to the soil level in 
the Iysimeter. When the water was allowed into the main field up to a certain level, the 
same level was made in the Iysimeter, and this was carried out on a daily basis, as 
explained later. Each installed Iysimeter, in each plot, was treated differently to fulfill the 
objectives of the water balance experiment as described next. 

For determination of deep percolation, a Iysimeter had its bottom lid removed so that it 
was hollow in nature. Daily recording of changes in water levels (evaporation and deep 
percolation) in the Iysimeter was done with the assistance of a level hook, as discussed 
later. 

Evaporation from a cropped field was monitored using a Iysimeter fully sealed at the 
bottom. The only way water exited from this Iysimeter was through evaporation. The 
main purpose of this Iysimeter was to assess the actual annual amount of water that 
evapotranspirated from a field with paddy plant in it. The Iysimeter was therefore 
installed in a paddy field but no paddy was planted inside it. 

Paddy transpiration was estimated using a Iysimeter fully covered at the bottom and 
planted with paddy inside. The paddy planted inside the Iysimeter was planted the same 
day and had the same planting spacing as in the main fields. 

Methods of evaluating efficiency and productivity of individual farms 

In order to obtain the gross annual crop water requirement of each rice plot, the 
, collected data were balanced and computed using model equation (1) below at the end 

of each season. The purpose here was to, obtain the component which could not be 
directly measured (lateral and subsurface movement of water). 

{R + l} == {Ev + Tr + ADp + R () + (Lp + ·s)} (l) 

Where: 

R =Annual rainfall, I = Annual irrigation water, Evt ::: Annual evaporation, Tr =Annual 
tral]spiration. ADp = Annual deep percolation, Ro = Annual runoff from the field 
(Lp + *s) =Annual lateral percolation and subsurface movement of water in the field. 
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The individual farm efficiency in the water reuse system was complted using the model 
equ~tion (2) below. 

. 	 AIII/ual crop water (A( 'IVR)
I	;;jjl:iency (%) =: . - \,100 (2) 
. AI/IIlIal crop waleI' requirement (ACIVN) I rosse.1 

In Eddition the water productivity of each individual farm ill 8 dlCli, of W8t.er reuse was 
evaiJated using one indicator (yield per cubic meters of water u3ed - kg/rn3

) as per 
equ:tion 3 below 

. . Weight of crop grains (kg) Pr (liuctlvay = -~--.------.~--.-.~~-.-.-.--.~---~,.,-.---.-	 (3)
Annual crop water requirement + Losses(m,1 ) 

Efficiency and Productivity of water reuse systems-IWMI methcd 

Efficiency 

The latest IWMI concept (Figure 2) assumes that there are two 'Ypes of innows that 
reach any farm; surface and subsurface flows. And furthermore bereficial (ET) and non
ben~ficial (ETa) evaporation on the farm depletes water, either 'hrough crops or as 
falloN soil evaporation (Ketler et aI., 1996). IWMI method assume~ that water released 
froIT an upstream farmer 'A' going to farmer '8', leaves farmer 'A' in two forms i.e. 
surf2ce (Sb) and sub-surface (S8b). However, some water is pernanently lost on the 
way through deep percolation and does not reach farmer B. The lVater which reaches 
farrrer '8', therefore, is less (L1 +Lo) than that which leaves A. 

Figllre 2: IWMI concept of water reuse 
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TI"1: method here is termed "Effective Irrigation Efficie~cy" and is calcul8ted as 
deilonstrated in equation 4 below. 

--(%) .Yl00 
crop IVlller reqllirement (Cr1/R ) + Unre c:v cred losses (/'1{) 

0/) crop water requirement (CWR) TIO
( /0 = ... A: 0 (4)

Total depleted 

ApJlying the theoretical framework above, efficiency of WErer reuse systems of up to 
thr:e times in Usangu can be evaluated (Figure 3). If X units of water were diverted from 
thE- source river to farm A, which operates at a% efficienGI, according to IWMI-P this 
mfan that (X-aX) of the abstracted water would move to~he next farm, and only aX 
unts will be used in farm A. If the next farmer B is operating at b% efficiency, it means 
thEt b(X-aX) units will be spent in that farm. The amount tha: will move ahead to farm C 
wil be (X-aX) - b(X-aX). ,In farm C the amount that wi/( be s~ent there is c((X-aX) - b(X
aXl and the amount leaving that farm, the return to sourcehink in this case is {(X-aX) 
(X·:jX)} - c((X-aXj - b(X-aX)). 

Fi~ure 3: Irrigation efficiency calculated using IWMI-P metho: 
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If the losses and subsurface movement of water :rom one user to another are obtained 
as per balance equation (1) above, and the effici~ncies of the individuals farms a%. b% 
and c% are calculated from net crop water reJuirement as measured by Iysimeter 
divided by the gross water requirement as estimat:d from the balance equation (1). 

Then the usable units from the three reuse systfms would be the sum of all the units 
spent by farmers A, Band C. This is given as follc"Vs: 

Usable units = CWR = aX + b(X - aX) + {c(X .:,n - b(X (LY)} 

Since the chain of reuse in river basin is assumed andless such that the total depletion is 
equal to X, then the effective irrigation efficiency w)uld be calculated as follows 

aX +b(X aX)+c{(X aX)-b(X aX)}
EIE ='-"" . - . - .-~---

X 

=a + b - ba + c ac - bc + abc 

EIE d+b +e- (ba + ac + be) + abc 	 (5) 

Irrigation productivity 

On the other hand the productivity would be the S'Jm of yields in each of the water reuse 
farms. The addition of all the three productivity V\;11 give the effective productivity of the 
water reuse system as per equation 6 below. His equation was used to evaluate the 
productivity in all the two seasons. 

EIP =l~ + IP2 + I~ 	 (6) 

Whereby IP =irrigation productivity in each of the ndividual farms 

Results 
I 
, 	 Efficiencies and productivities at farm level 
'/ 

. 	 The. results on crop water requirement (net annucf water requirement - NAWR) and total 
water depleted (gross annual water reqLilremslt - GAWR) and efficiencies of the 
individual farms for the period of two seasons 1999/2000 (dry year) and 2000/2001 (wet 
year) were calculated and are shown in Tables 1-3 and discussed in the subsections 
that follows. 
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Table 1: SummaiLJf water use, efficiency and e!:Oductivi.ty.J.~.9~99,-?~9Q~se~~~I!~__~__._~~ 
'"~---

G!.,WR (mm)Site Name NAWR.L~mr- Kg/ha L_Kg/or ~ftci~.I!9'._f% 
985 3333.3KIF 2038 

3666.67=~ ~i~-~------~~989KSS 1993 
1151 3666.67 0.22 69%KPSS-top 1668 

-.~.~. 

KPSS~end 3033.38 0.16 56%1789 999 ~ .__.-~--

T bl 2 S f1' . d d "t 2000/2001 seasona e ummary}f water use, e IClencyan pro uCtlVI'i. 
Site Name GAWR (mm) NAWR (mm) Kg/ha Kg/m3 I=fficienc21 {%) 

KIF 3010 1063 4770 0.161 35% 
KSS 2327 986 4217 0.181 42% 
KPSS-top 1722 1095 3680 0.21 ! 64% 
KPSS-end 1730 976 4037 

1 0.23, 56%J_.~.. .---.~.--~-

The results.in the ~:lbles above show that there was no significant diffen:n:e in net crop 
water requirement in the different individual farms. However the gros~ annual water 
requirement (total 'Vater depleted) in modern and traditional farms, differEd significantly. 
In the dry year (T8Jle 1) the state farms (so called "modern systems") us~d a maximum 
annual sum of 2033 mm, whereas the average net crop water requiremen' was 987 mm, 
giving an efficienc! of about 4'8%. In the wet year (Table 2) however, th~ period when 
water was availabi~ in excess and the competition for water was less, rodern system 
depleted a maximuil of 3010 mm and the efficiency went down to 35%, 

Table 2 shows a ITaximum recorded annual depletion for the "traditional s,stems" during 
the wet year of 1730 mm. The calculated net water requirement was 97f mm results in 
an efficiency of 5f%. During the dry year, more or less the same amo~nt of water is 
applied. The same efficiency of 56% was obtained from a gross water me of 1789 mm 
and a net paddy Nater requirement of 999 mm. It is worth noting hOll/ever that the 
efficiency in traditional system can go up to nearly 70% in some fields paricularly during 
the dry year (TablE' 1). 

Alternatively the rroductivity results from the first year indicate that V')ductivity was 
higher in the KPSS - top (0.22 kg/m3

), while the productivity of the upstr::sm user (KIF) 
was 0.17 kg/m 3 ard the KSS produced 0.18 kg/m 3

. On the other hand, t"e KPSS end 
productivity was rElatively lower (0.16 kg/m3

) . 

. In the second yea', the wet year, the KPSS-top maintained to have higt-er productivity 
,/ than all (0.31 kg/fT~). It was followed by the KPSS - end (0.23 kg/m3

), thEn KSS at 0.18 
kg/m3 and KIF wm the last, producing 0.16 kg/m3

. 
~/ 

Irrigation efficiernies and productivity as a result of water reuse (IWrtIl-Method) 

Recapping equation 5 and 6 above the effective irrigation efficiency and productivity of 
the two water reus:! systems were estimated. Tables 3 and 4 show the results of the KIF 
and KSS water reuse subsystems. It is clear from the results that the effective irrigation 
effiCiency and productivity will increase if the individual farm efficiencies ircrease. This is 
demonstrated by Tables 3 and 4 whereby the high individual fam efficiency in 
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1999/2000 resulted into high (93%) effective in;ation efficiency. Also when the 
individual farm efficiencies wet down in 2000/2001, :'8 effective irriqation efficiency also 
went down to (90%). Alternatively, low individU8 frlrm rrodllclivity resulted on low 
effective irrigation productivity (Tables 5 and 6). 
T~bl~ 3: Effe<2liV~JtI~J!!.on efficiency oj KIF - water '~use su~bsystem 
Seasons KPSS~top (%) 

KIF (%) I' F'SS - end ('Yo) EIE (%) 

~ ~ ----~--- -- ~- - - - - 

93~u~~99/200t ____ ~Bj~_ mi 5'1 
L~__~~000/20~1 __ .___ .=~____ ..__ 6-c\ __ ~]~ __ ~_ 90 

Table 4: Effective irri 
Seasons 

KPSS-top (%) I'PSS-end (%) EIE (%)KSS(%) 

93 
.

91 

501999/2000 

42 
 6'-1 5G
2000/2001 

Table 5: Effective irrigation productivity in KIF water '::;use subsystem 

season~~~~'-- ~1:r:3~ -r~::~p ~--~:~!~erld 
EIP (kg/rn3) 

j----..-.-.--.-~.--..-~-~.~-..--- ~.--- .---~---~-----~-~---~ 

1999/2000 0.17 0.22 L .16 0.55 
-.~-.---

000/2001 0.16 0.31 1).23 0.70 

Table 6: Effective irrigation productivity in KSS wate'euse subsystem 
. . 

Seasons KSS KPSS - end 

(kg/m3) EIP (kg/m3) 
-~~·-·~·-·~·-I-----~--·-~--·--f----·--··-~-·-'--·-~·---"~.....-----I-~~---.-------

1999/2000 0.18 0.56 

00012001 18 0.72 

Discussion of the results 

The results obtained here appeals for the high irrqation efficiency and productivity in 
water reuse system. However taking the Usangu c~ntext several weakness of the IWMI 
method could be drawn and if reassessed taking inn consideration key conditions which 
affect efficiency and productivity of water reuse sY5tems inspired by the Usangu nature 
probably the results could absolutely change. 

Conditions inspired by the Usangu water reuse !ystems 
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In Usangu the reuse process and h~ efficiency and produr:tivity are much controlled by 
a range of factors such that they (I::pend on timing of the cropping window and water 
availability, swings of market for Trigated products and technologies of irriq<1tion 
infrastructures, Irrigation efficiency end productivity in IJsall!]U illiqntioTl systelll;, Ilond In 
recognise: delay of water from one _ser (upstream llser) to another (downstream user) 
timing, Changes in irrigated area; C-anges in irrigation seaSOllS (wet <lne! dry); CI1<lllqe~; 
in water availability for different 'Iears; Amounts of drain80c water re-llsed for 
downstream irrigators and 18Ck of gi :lJndwater recovmy!rouf,(;. 

To adequately capture the efficierl:Y resulting 011 water reuse in Usangu the f<lctors 
narrated above need to be considered. Tile IWMI method however, misses a 
considerable number of these facto"3 and therefore cannot accurately be used to assess 
irrigation efficiency and productivit~ in systems and conditions inspired by the Uscmgu 
basin. Table 7 shows the nature in '.sangu against recognition of tile IWMI method. 

Table 7: Nature of water reuse in U:;3fl~ a@inst recognition of the IWMI method 
INatUre.=--__._~...._=~-sar.slJ Conte~I=.~.···· -- . 
I Water reuse Exist 

Water losses Exist .. 
-._-' ---.-~--~~ 

Delay in reuse between Exist 

users 

Longevity of cropping 
 Exterded season exist 

1_~e:~Z~rnenl-==--=-~~~~~.~ . Diff~' J.eJ~e_~~users- -- 
.lrrigati0r:!Jypes . ___...._ Two 'Ipes exists _ 
r Product price fluctuation lProd_d prices differs between 
I~~~______~~____ _ ~str'=-~_fl"l.-and_c!oW!_lstream users 

IWMI-P Method. 

. . OJ'' 
---~-~.- -- .---- ~----

x 

x 

x 
x 
x 

Delay in reuse between users 

In Usangu cropping window is dEfined to be between end of November and end of 
February. Any rice transplanting b:yond this period will result on rel8tively low or no 
yield. This fact emphases the si;nificance of early release of drain water from the 
upstream users to downstream us-c!'s in tile water reuse process in Usangu. In addition, 
any ponding of excess water with ~pstream users subjects the downstream to delay in 
starting their operation and thus m:5sing the correct cropping window. Furtrler elongated 
water ponding in upstream fields rf~3ults in excess water evaporation which is very much 
in the tropical areas. Table 8 show3 how the delay of water reuses exist in the \<:8punga 
large and smallholder water reuse systems, 

Table 8: Water de@ys between ind'(idualsin water reuse sJlstems in UsanQu .=l----._~s~essed~~~~pe~~ions-~---~~·---·-=-

Pre-saturation + Nater depth + 	 Delays to next + Duration of 
drain user water in field 

f--::-C--~--'~-r-----~'----'--'----C--~T .----.--- - .... 
Site Amount Duration mm} (days) 

in days 
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The longevity of croppnJ season is a problem Wllich is caused by a delay of '!later to 
downstream users. The jelayed downstream water users will require more time :i water 
supply for their crops tc mature. As recorded in the Kapunga water reuse sys\.:.ms that 
the delays were betwe:C!l 30-60 days, this means that the cropping season ie : ushecl 
ahead for up to two ionths. There are t"vo problems which emerge OIJ" )f this 
consequence: 

The first problem is ther during this time the crop will not perform well regardl:c!os how 
much water is been sup::lied to the crop. Crops in Usangu are temperature sensiive and 
the cropping window h2S to be met in order to have good yield. But again tt..; water 
losses during this time are high since water is diverted and transported far ~way to 
irrigate the late transpl211ted fields. There are a lot of losses which occur in til,: middle 
especially with the field 1) field irrigation system of the Usangu (Figure 4). In thi~ rype of 
irrigation, canals are linted and water is passed on to next field viM cuts on knds. In 
Figure 4 if T1 is the e2rliest farmer/farm to transplant/harvest and the T3 is tL,,; latest 
farmer/farm then for thE T3 farm to irrigate, water will have to go via harvested "nns T1 
and T2. This is not COVE!'~d in the IWMI method. 

Figure 4: irrigating late :"3nsplanted fields in water reuse systems 

Abstraction canal 

Farms 
tran,pialltcd at 
dilTcrcnt tiJl1e~ 
(II, '1'2, and "(3) 

Water sour::: 

Management 

The management of water differs in each of the farms/farmers in the wat,,:r reuse 
system. This has a poirt to do with water use efficiency and productivity. FarmE:!'s in the 
downstream are water scarcity and cares about water. This is unlike the lIJstream 
farmers. This fact is exemplified by the results of water used, for example, for w:ctting up 
between downstream users 205 mm and the 665 mm of the upstream usws in the 
Kapunga water reuse s!stem (Table 8 above). Looking at the wetting up durati,:n of the 
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upstrea, users (19 days -. \JSlng water as a tool to - suffcl:;~te weeds) and of the 
downst'~am users (4-6 days strangling to meet tlw slJit!lh,: croppinq window), the: 
amoun! 3IJent for wetting in the two is the true reflection of til() '.1 ~(~ spent 

Irrigatk>1 types 

There (':ist two types of irrifja lion in Usangu. Tile 1ll0dern/imYJved irriqalion systerlls 
are equoped with concrete intake, primary, secondary and tE~"lary canals to distribllte 
water te each of tile plots available in the farm. in addition trlC: fields are made of big 
bunds Illnicil are capable of withholding sufficient amount of ..·;::ter over a long period. 
The oth::r type is the traditional system whereby limited nu·.,tJer of canals is made 
availabi:- in the field. Mainly the water is distributed through ::lts made on the small 
bunds v.qich make up the fields in tllis type of irrigation. This -'fJe of irrigation is call€d 
"field- te . field" irrigation. 

Figure ~ Cascading water in traditional system of irrigating "fiel :·to-field" 
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Produc: price fluctuation and market timing 

Price flu:tuation for agricultural products is a major challenge hr local markets in many 
developng countries. Prices are always higher at the beginning )f the harvesting season 
and low::r when more farmers start to harvest in Tanzania (Ka,il'u et aI., 1998). Fanners 
upstrean who transplant early (mostly wealthier farmers) ben::fit from this situation as 
prices cf rice harvested early in the season could be as ~Igh as three times that 
harvestEd later in the season (Kajiru ef al., 1998), 

Due to tle difference in selling prices, the returns for the upstre~rn and drain water users 
in form~ of $/m3 becomes different. There is a lower rehrn from drain water as 
compared to the fresh water abstracted by the upstream use"". The loss is inevitably 
caused by unstable market (figure 6) but mainly due to celay of water from the 
upstrean users. On the other hand, the production costs are tle same and sometimes 
the inplts for the downstream farmers (late transplanting) b:.:r;ome expensive due to 
laeour s;arcity. The labour becomes expensive during this time because every farmer in 
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the basin has 1A'~ter and there is lir-ited number of people doing psi: labour. Thus 
analysis of the \<:ter reuse is a corpiex issue, which in areas like U3angu requires 
consideration of :roduct price fluctu2!on. Alternatively, the product pric'; fluctuation in 
Usangu is very rn~ch related/influencE Jy poverty as explained in the nex: paragraph. 

Poor people, wh: cannot secure Ian: in the upstrearn Usangu, are located in the 
downstream ana "re subjected to trc"lendous delays to start the trans::lanting. They, 
therefore, alway:::. ;larvest late in the E8ason as they transplant late. Th::ir daily needs, 
however, directly :iepend on rice prooJce i.e. they cannot store their yiel:s to wait for a 
good price later i, the season or in the n.ext season. They then start sellin;i their produce 
at any available ~rice soon they start larvesting which is always the low~st price in the 
season. This do~s not affect the p'Qductivity in forms of kg/m 3 but rather affects 
productivity $lm3 :ash returns which :3 interesting to a farmer). In other I\fords although 
the productivity j~ terms of kg/m 3 mi~ht be higher, the same productivty analysed in 
terms of $/m3 beC:Jmes less. Thus effdency of the end users in Usangl is likely to be 
lower than picturEd by the IWMI metho: which does not consider this facter. 

Figure 6: Product Jrice fluctuation 
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Conclusion 

/1 The efficiencies Vtnich arise as a resut of water reuse, using the IWMI l7tethod, appear 
to be incredibly hi;h. However, the me~lod ignores major factors which ar:) necessary to 

J,'." ,be considered if :myone is to evalua'.e the efficiency and productivity of the Usangu 
. irrigation systems 

This paper therefJre conclude that for the IWMI methods to be applicatie in Usangu a 
way to assess th:; five mentioned factors (delay of water between US8iS, longevity of 
cropping season, management, irriga:ion types and product price fluctuation) which 
affect both efficieGcy and productivity rns to be found. 

This study further concludes that the EiTectiveness of the water reuse inilcreasing both 
irrigation efficienoj and productivity liES on the hand of the efficiency 01 the individual 
farmers forming tle reuse. This is to say that the lower the efficiency cf. the individual 
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farr.:3Irarms the lower the resulting water ':;:use efficiency 31< vice versa. In other ,vords, 
INat;:! reuse alone without proper mana;,:;ment in the indi,'oJal farms constituting the 

will by far less increase the efficie-cy and productivi~, such systems 
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